


Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 

Automatic License Plate Recognition-ALPR 



Deployed on radio cars 

or at fixed locations 



3 camera assemblies located on 
radio light bar 

 

Each camera assembly contains a 
color camera and an infrared 

camera 







 The original concept of License Plate Recognition was 
to identify stolen vehicles. Since it’s deployment, 

additional applications have been implemented and 
continue to develop, 



-ALPR has the “ability” to read more than 14,000 license 
plates during the course of a shift (does not read black or 
blue), 
 
-can read a license plate, coming in the opposite 
direction, at over 160mph (closing speed) 
 
-provides an overview photograph of the vehicle and its 
license plate, 
 
-imbeds a “stamp” of the date, time, GPS coordinates, 
and other data, 
 
-can also obtain the license plate in difficult conditions. 
For example, poor lighting conditions, or when the vehicle 
is approaching and it’s headlights make it difficult to read. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Benefits of ALPR/BOSS 



Here’s an example; 



- locate wanted/stolen vehicles, 
 
- identify vehicles with L.A. County misdemeanor warrants of 
$26,000 or greater, all felony warrants, and no bail warrants, 
 
- locate vehicles identified by the Amber alert system, 
 
- locate vehicles which are frequently sold or not registered, 
 
-assist in traffic enforcement by identifying drivers with 
outstanding DUI’s, suspended license warrants. which frequently 
result in higher hit and runs collisions,  
 
- monitor “party calls” where assaults and homicides sometimes 
occur, providing critical investigative information, 
 
-monitor locations of suspected narcotic or gang activity, 
 
- monitor motels where criminals may attempt to hide and 
evade law enforcement, or large parking lots, 

Applications for ALPR 



-provide data for department investigators to search areas 
impacted by rising crime rate such as residential burglaries, vehicle 
burglaries and thefts,  
 
-provide data where station desk personnel can access license plate 
information related to, “just occurred” calls. That information can be 
provided to responding units where detailed vehicle information can 
be updated from photographs in the BOSS system, extremely useful 
to Sheriff department Areo units, possible direction of travel or 
destinations can be provided, follow vehicles may be identified, 
 
- additional victims and witnesses may be identified. Investigators 
have deployed ALPR in locations where a crime has occurred, 
identified motorists who commute in that area during that time 
period, 
 
- it may also be useful in clearing someone of an allegation and help 
determine the truthfulness of a suspect or witness, 



Brief overview of an ALPR car 

Deputies will download the updated wanted/stolen 
information via a wireless connection at their station, 



During or at the end of their shift, they can upload their 
scans/reads to the BOSS server which will now be 
available to department investigators, 



Important considerations regarding access to the data; 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) provides updated lists of stolen/
wanted vehicles 3 times a day, 
 
2:45 AM  10:45 AM  6:45 PM 
 
 
Warrant information is updated 2 times a day, 
 
 
Scans or reads are stored in the processor located in the trunk, 
until the deputy uploads the data at the station to the server, 
 
Patrol deputies have the ability to manually enter license plates 
into their ALPR system, (i.e a 215 P.C. just occurred), 
 
 



How to access the BOSS system 









Log in screen 



187 
 
187 









Search screen 



All lasd vehicles/sights 





Searching a license plate, 

1ABC123 



Searching a partial license plate, 

1ABC* 

1ABC*     1AB_123 
*C123     1A_C1_3 
*ABC*     *ABC__3 



Searching by an LASD/ALPR vehicle 

SD7002 



Searching an address or area 

12440 E. Imperial Hwy, Norwalk 

5.0 



Searching by date(s) 



and times, 



CAS 

Search by station 

Search beyond 45 days 



Date and time 
Vehicle photo 

Both license plates 



You MUST compare these plates.  All hits must be confirmed. 

If they do not match, it did not check the data base correctly, but the  
scanned plate may still be identifiable. 



GPS map 



Satellite view 



Deputies in the cars can enter license plates they wish to search 
for. An example might be a 215 P.C. just occurred. 
 
 An investigator can also request the field deputy to enter a plate 
that they are trying to locate.  
 
The advantage to a manual entry is that the car’s ALPR system is 
updated immediately and you do not have to wait for the deputy 
to update at the station through the wireless connection.  
 
Once the field deputy conducts the wireless update, the manual 
entry is deleted from the radio car and entered into BOSS. It does 
not update the other vehicles that the vehicle is wanted. 
 
A manual entry in BOSS may look like a scan, but it is not. The 
difference is that there is no photograph of the scan, the 
“confidence” number is “100”, and the location will be the GPS 
where the entry was made, (i.e. a Sheriff’s station). 
 



A Century deputy manually entered a 
stolen vehicle they were looking for, 



“Confidence” level is “100” No vehicle photo 









The following stat codes are available for ASAP/ALPR; 
 
835-ASAP/ALPR-Mobile 
 
836-ASAP/ALPR-Fixed 
 
837-ASAP-CCTV 
 
838-Gunshot detection 
 
839-ASAP-misc 
 
These stat codes may not be listed in your books. 
Please include them where possible. Also, any success 
stories involving ALPR/BOSS can be forwarded to the 
asapteam@lasd.org. 
 
 



Email at:ASAPTEAM@LASD.ORG 

562) 345-4390 


